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the option to import your. Once downloaded,
untar the archive.. I suggest you to use this
tool for your next project.. AppGini is a PHP

source code generator for MySQL databases.
Who s the author/software developer of this

tool?. AppGini is an easy to use and very
light application. You may have the option

to. Convert a URL to a PHP variable - twymer
====== jamesbritt "Convert" a URL to a
PHP variable? Doesn't parse_url() do that
already? ~~~ twymer parse_url takes the

URL and converts it into an array. This
function lets you take the array and convert

it to a variable. Q: How to get backend
object by its alias using AliasFilter class? I

need to get the objects using the server side
AliasFilter object. This filter has the field

object_id. I can get all the objects by
specifying object_id by using the code below.
$criteria = new Criteria($this->_connection-

>quoteColumnName('object_id'));
$criteria->addAnd(new AliasFilter('product',

'product.productname')) ->addAnd(new
AliasFilter('productgroup',
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'productgroup.productgroupname'));
$products = $products_m->find($criteria);
But I need to get the objects by using the

product.productname field. How can I
achieve this? A: If you actually need to use
the AliasFilter class, you'll need to find the

object. You can do this easily enough. //
Note: this
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